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print.rfdata  Print function for class rfdata

Description

This methods displays the basic information about the noise filtering process contained in an object of class rfdata.

Usage

## S3 method for class 'rfdata'
print(x, ...)

Arguments

x  an object of class rfdata.

...  other options to pass to the function.

Details

This function presents the basic information of the regression noise filter and the resulting noisy dataset contained in the object x of class rfdata. The information offered is as follows:

- the name of the noise filtering model.
- the parameters associated with the noise filtering model.
- the number of noisy and clean samples in the dataset.
Value

This function does not return any value.

See Also

summary.rfdata, regAENN, regENN, regGE, regEF

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# apply the regression noise filter
set.seed(9)
output <- regAENN(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# print the results
print(output)

regAENN

All-k Edited Nearest Neighbors for Regression

Description

Application of the regAENN noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

## Default S3 method:
regAENN(x, y, t = 0.2, k = 5, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regAENN(formula, data, ...)

Arguments

x a data frame of input attributes.

y a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.

t a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).

k an integer with the number of nearest neighbors to be used (default: 5).

... other options to pass to the function.

formula a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.

data a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.
Details

regAENN applies regENN from 1 to k throughout the dataset and removes those noisy samples considered by any regENN. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class rfdata, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- **xclean**: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- **yclean**: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- **numclean**: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- **idclean**: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- **xnoise**: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
- **ynoise**: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
- **numnoise**: an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
- **idnoise**: an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
- **filter**: the full name of the noise filter used.
- **param**: a list of the argument values.
- **call**: the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regENN, regCNN, regGE, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

```r
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regAENN(x = rock[,-ncol(rock)], y = rock[,ncol(rock)])
```
# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regAENN(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)

---

regBBNR

Blame Based Noise Reduction for Regression

Description

Application of the regBBNR noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

## Default S3 method:
regBBNR(x, y, t = 0.2, k = 5, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regBBNR(formula, data, ...)

Arguments

- **x**
  - a data frame of input attributes.

- **y**
  - a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.

- **t**
  - a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).

- **k**
  - an integer with the number of nearest neighbors to be used (default: 5).

- **...**
  - other options to pass to the function.

- **formula**
  - a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.

- **data**
  - a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

In classification problems, Blame Based Noise Reduction (BBNR) removes a sample if it participates in the misclassification of another sample and if its removal does not produce the misclassification on another correctly classified sample. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martin et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.
Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class rfdata, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- **xclean**: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- **yclean**: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- **numclean**: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- **idclean**: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- **xnoise**: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
- **ynoise**: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
- **numnoise**: an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
- **idnoise**: an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
- **filter**: the full name of the noise filter used.
- **param**: a list of the argument values.
- **call**: the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regCNN, regRNN, regENN, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regBBNR(x = rock[,-ncol(rock)], y = rock[,ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regBBNR(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)

---

regCNN  
Condensed Nearest Neighbors for Regression

Description

Application of the regCNN noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

```r
## Default S3 method:
regCNN(x, y, t = 0.2, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regCNN(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

Condensed Nearest Neighbors (CNN) seeks to obtain a data subset that improves the quality of the original dataset. In classification problems, CNN performs a first classification and stores all the samples that are misclassified. Then, those stored samples are taken as a training set. The process stops when all the unstored samples are correctly classified. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín *et al.* (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfdata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- `xclean`: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
yclean: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
numclean: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
idclean: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
xnoise: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
umnoise: an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise: an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter: the full name of the noise filter used.
param: a list of the argument values.
call: the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regRNN, regENN, regBBNR, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regCNN(x = rock[,-ncol(rock)], y = rock[,ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regCNN(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
Description

Application of the regCVCF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

```r
## Default S3 method:
regCVCF(x, y, t = 0.2, nfolds = 10, vote = FALSE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regCVCF(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `nfolds`: number of folds in which the dataset is split (default: 10).
- `vote`: a logical indicating if the consensus voting (TRUE) or majority voting (FALSE) is used (default: FALSE).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

In classification problems, *Cross-Validated Committees Filter* (CVCF) divides the dataset into `nfolds` cross-validation folds and builds a decision tree with C4.5 on each one. Using each classifier, a prediction of the whole dataset is obtained. Finally, a sample is considered as noisy using a voting scheme (indicated by the argument `vote`): if equal to TRUE, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to FALSE, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín *et al.* (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (`t`) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfdata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:
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Note that objects of the class \texttt{rfdata} support \texttt{print.rfdata} and \texttt{summary.rfdata} methods.

References


See Also

\texttt{regIPF,regIRF,regEF,print.rfdata,summary.rfdata}

Examples

```r
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regCVCF(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regCVCF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
```
regDF

*Dynamic Filter for Regression*

**Description**

Application of the regDF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

**Usage**

```r
## Default S3 method:
regDF(x, y, t = 0.2, nfolds = 10, m = 3, vote = FALSE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regDF(formula, data, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`  
a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`  
a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`  
a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `nfolds`  
number of folds in which the dataset is split (default: 10).
- `m`  
an integer in [1,9] with the number of algorithms in the ensemble (default: 3).
- `vote`  
a logical indicating if the consensus voting (TRUE) or majority voting (FALSE) is used (default: FALSE).
- `...`  
other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`  
a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`  
a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

**Details**

In classification, *Dynamic Filter* (DF) divides the dataset into `nfolds` cross-validation folds and obtains the prediction of 9 classifiers: SVM; k-NN with `k` = 3, 5 and 9; CART; C4.5; MLPN; `Random Forest` and `Naive Bayes`. Then, it selects one ensemble of size `m` with best predictions. Finally, a sample is considered as noisy using a voting scheme (indicated by the argument `vote`): if equal to TRUE, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to FALSE, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martin et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.
Value
The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class rfdata, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- xclean: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- yclean: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- numclean: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- idclean: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- xnoise: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
- ynoise: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
- numnoise: an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
- idnoise: an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
- filter: the full name of the noise filter used.
- param: a list of the argument values.
- call: the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References
L. Garcia, A. Lorena and A. Carvalho, A study on class noise detection and elimination, Brazilian Symposium on Neural Networks, 13-18, 2012. doi: 10.1109/SBRN.2012.49.

See Also
regEF, regGE, regHRRF, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regDF(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regDF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)
# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)

---

**regEF**

*Ensemble Filter for Regression*

**Description**

Application of the regEF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

**Usage**

```r
## Default S3 method:
regEF(x, y, t = 0.2, nfolds = 10, vote = TRUE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regEF(formula, data, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the *threshold* used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `nfolds`: number of folds in which the dataset is split (default: 10).
- `vote`: a logical indicating if the consensus voting (`TRUE`) or majority voting (`FALSE`) is used (default: `FALSE`).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

**Details**

In classification, *Ensemble Filter* (EF) divides the dataset into `nfolds` cross-validation folds. Then, a prediction is obtained for each one of the classifiers –C4.5, NN and LDA. Finally, a sample is considered as noisy using a voting scheme (indicated by the argument `vote`): if equal to `TRUE`, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to `FALSE`, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín *et al.* (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (`t`) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.
Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without
errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object
of class rfdata, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a
list with the following elements:

- **xclean**: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- **yclean**: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- **numclean**: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- **idclean**: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- **xnoise**: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
- **ynoise**: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
- **numnoise**: an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
- **idnoise**: an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
- **filter**: the full name of the noise filter used.
- **param**: a list of the argument values.
- **call**: the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References

C. Brodley and M. Friedl, **Identifying mislabeled training data**, *Journal of Artificial Intelligence

J. Martín, J. A. Sáez and E. Corchado, **On the regressand noise problem: Model robustness and
ACCESS.2021.3123151.

See Also

regDF, regCVCF, regIPF, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

```r
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regEF(x = rock[,-ncol(rock)], y = rock[,ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regEF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)
```
# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)

---

**regENN**

*Edited Nearest Neighbors for Regression*

**Description**

Application of the regENN noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

**Usage**

```r
## Default S3 method:
regENN(x, y, t = 0.2, k = 5, ...)
```

```r
## S3 method for class 'formula'
regENN(formula, data, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` a data frame of input attributes.
- `y` a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t` a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `k` an integer with the number of nearest neighbors to be used (default: 5).
- `...` other options to pass to the function.
- `formula` a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data` a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

**Details**

In classification, *Edited Nearest Neighbors* (ENN) removes a sample if its class label is different from that of the majority of its nearest neighbors (k). The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín *et al.* (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

**Value**

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfdata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- `xclean` a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- `yclean` a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
numclean  an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
idclean  an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
xnoise  a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise  a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
numnoise  an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise  an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter  the full name of the noise filter used.
param  a list of the argument values.
call  the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regAENN, regGE, regCNN, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

```r
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regENN(x = rock[,-ncol(rock)], y = rock[,ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regENN(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
```
Fusion of Multiple Filters for Regression

Description

Application of the regFMF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

```r
## Default S3 method:
regFMF(x, y, t = 0.2, vote = FALSE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regFMF(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `vote`: a logical indicating if the consensus voting (TRUE) or majority voting (FALSE) is used (default: FALSE).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

Fusion of Multiple Filters for Regression (regFMF) is an adaptation of Ensembles of label Noise Filters (ENF) found in the field of classification, which creates an ensemble with the AENN, DF and HARF filtering techniques. Then, each filter generates one vote per sample. A sample is considered as noisy using a voting scheme (indicated by the argument vote): if equal to TRUE, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to FALSE, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class rfdata, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- `xclean`: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
yclean  a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
numclean an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
idclean  an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
xnoise   a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise   a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
umnoise  an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise  an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter   the full name of the noise filter used.
param    a list of the argument values.
call     the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print rfdata and summary rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regDF, regHRRF, regAENN, print rfdata, summary rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regFMF(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regFMF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
Description
Application of the regGE noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage
```r
## Default S3 method:
regGE(x, y, t = 0.2, k = 5, ...)
## S3 method for class 'formula'
regGE(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments
- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `k`: an integer with the number of nearest neighbors to be used (default: 5).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details
In classification, Generalized Edition (GE) is a generalization of ENN, which can relabel a sample if at least half of its nearest neighbors (k) have the same class label; otherwise it is removed. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value
The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class rfdata, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:
- `xclean`: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- `yclean`: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- `numclean`: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- `idclean`: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- `xnoise`: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise   a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
numnoise an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise  an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter   the full name of the noise filter used.
param    a list of the argument values.
call     the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regENN, regAENN, regRNN, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regGE(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regGE(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
Hybrid Repair-Remove Filter for Regression

Description

Application of the regHRRF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

```r
## Default S3 method:
regHRRF(x, y, t = 0.2, vote = FALSE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regHRRF(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments

- **x**: a data frame of input attributes.
- **y**: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- **t**: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- **vote**: a logical indicating if the consensus voting (TRUE) or majority voting (FALSE) is used (default: FALSE).
- **...**: other options to pass to the function.
- **formula**: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- **data**: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

HRRF is an adaptation of Hybrid Repair-Remove Filter (HRRF) found in the field of classification, which builds a classifier set using SVM, MLPNN, CART and k-NN (k= 1, 3 and 5) on the dataset. HRRF removes noisy samples depending on chosen voting scheme (indicated by the argument vote): if equal to TRUE, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to FALSE, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). The process is repeated while the prediction accuracy (over the original dataset) of the ensemble increases. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfddata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:
regHRRF

xclean a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
yclean a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
numclean an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
idclean an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
xnoise a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
numnoise an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter the full name of the noise filter used.
param a list of the argument values.
call the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regIPF, regEF, regFMF, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock) # data regression

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regHRRF(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regHRRF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
regIPF

Iterative Partitioning Filter for Regression

Description

Application of the regIPF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

```r
## Default S3 method:
regIPF(x, y, t = 0.4, nfolds = 10, vote = FALSE, p = 0.01, s = 3, i = 0.5, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regIPF(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `nfolds`: number of folds in which the dataset is split (default: 10).
- `vote`: a logical indicating if the consensus voting (TRUE) or majority voting (FALSE) is used (default: FALSE).
- `p`: a double in [0,1] with the minimum proportion of original samples that must be labeled as noisy (default: 0.4).
- `s`: an integer with the number of iterations without improvement for the stopping criterion (default: 3).
- `i`: a double in [0,1] with the proportion of good samples which must be retained per iteration (default: 0.5).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

In classification, Iterative Partitioning Filter (IPF) builds a classifier with C4.5 on each fold (nfolds) to evaluate the whole dataset. The noisy samples are removed depending on the chosen voting scheme (indicated by the argument `vote`): if equal to TRUE, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to FALSE, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is removed if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). In addition, IPF integrates an iterative process that stops depending on the arguments `p`, `s` and `i`. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (`t`) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.
Value
The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without
errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object
of class \textit{rfdata}, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a
list with the following elements:
\begin{itemize}
\item \texttt{xclean} a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
\item \texttt{yclean} a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
\item \texttt{numclean} an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
\item \texttt{idclean} an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
\item \texttt{xnoise} a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
\item \texttt{ynoise} a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
\item \texttt{numnoise} an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
\item \texttt{idnoise} an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
\item \texttt{filter} the full name of the noise filter used.
\item \texttt{param} a list of the argument values.
\item \texttt{call} the function call.
\end{itemize}

Note that objects of the class \texttt{rfdata} support \texttt{print.rfdata} and \texttt{summary.rfdata} methods.

References
T. M. Khoshgoftaar and P. Rebours, \textbf{Improving software quality prediction by noise filtering
00790542

J. Martín, J. A. Sáez and E. Corchado, \textbf{On the regressand noise problem: Model robustness and
ACCESS.2021.3123151.

See Also
\texttt{regIRF, regCVCF, regFMF, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata}

Examples
\begin{verbatim}
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regIPF(x = rock[,ncol(rock)], y = rock[,ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
\end{verbatim}
out.frm <- regIPF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)

---

**regIRF**  
*Iterative Robust Filter for Regression*

**Description**

Application of the regIRF noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

**Usage**

```r
## Default S3 method:
regIRF(x, y, t = 0.2, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regIRF(formula, data, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the *threshold* used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

**Details**

In classification, *Iterative Robust Filter* (IRF) builds models with C4.5 from the dataset and removes misclassified samples until there are no more wrong classifications. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martin *et al.* (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (t) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

**Value**

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfdata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- `xclean`: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
yclean  a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
numclean an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
idclean  an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
xnoise   a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise   a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
numnoise an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise  an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter   the full name of the noise filter used.
param    a list of the argument values.
call     the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regIPF, regCVCF, regFMF, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regIRF(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
outfrm <- regIRF(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == outfrm$idnoise)
Description

Application of the regRND noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

Usage

```r
## Default S3 method:
regRND(x, y, t = 0.2, nfolds = 5, vote = FALSE, ...)

## S3 method for class 'formula'
regRND(formula, data, ...)
```

Arguments

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in [0,1] with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `nfolds`: an integer with the number of folds in which the dataset is split (default: 10).
- `vote`: a logical indicating if the consensus voting (`TRUE`) or majority voting (`FALSE`) is used (default: `FALSE`).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

Details

Regressand Noise Detection (RND) is an adaptation of Class Noise Detection and Classification (CNDC) found in the field of classification. In a first step, CNDC builds an ensemble with SVM, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, k-NN and Neural Network. Then, a sample is marked as noisy using a voting scheme (indicated by the argument `vote`): if equal to `TRUE`, a consensus voting is used (in which a sample is marked as noisy if it is misclassified by all the models); if equal to `FALSE`, a majority voting is used (in which a sample is marked as noisy if it is misclassified by more than a half of the models). Then, the decision to remove a sample is made by a distance filtering. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín et al. (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold (`t`) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

Value

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfdata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:
regRND

xclean  a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
yclean  a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
numclean an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
idclean an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
xnoise  a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
ynoise  a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
umnoise an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter  the full name of the noise filter used.
param  a list of the argument values.
call  the function call.

Note that objects of the class rfdata support print.rfdata and summary.rfdata methods.

References


See Also

regENN, regAENN, regGE, print.rfdata, summary.rfdata

Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regRND(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regRND(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock[,])

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
**Description**

Application of the regRNN noise filtering method in a regression dataset.

**Usage**

```r
## Default S3 method:
regRNN(x, y, t = 0.2, ...)  
## S3 method for class 'formula'
regRNN(formula, data, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`: a data frame of input attributes.
- `y`: a double vector with the output regressand of each sample.
- `t`: a double in \([0,1]\) with the threshold used by regression noise filter (default: 0.2).
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `formula`: a formula with the output regressand and, at least, one input attribute.
- `data`: a data frame in which to interpret the variables in the formula.

**Details**

In classification, Reduced Nearest Neighbors (RNN) is an enhancement of CNN that includes one more step, which removes samples in the dataset that do not affect the performance of the k-NN classifier. The implementation of this noise filter to be used in regression problems follows the proposal of Martín *et al.* (2021), which is based on the use of a noise threshold \((t)\) to determine the similarity between the output variable of the samples.

**Value**

The result of applying the regression filter is a reduced dataset containing the clean samples (without errors or noise), since it removes noisy samples (those with errors). This function returns an object of class `rfdata`, which contains information related to the noise filtering process in the form of a list with the following elements:

- `xclean`: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- `yclean`: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- `numclean`: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- `idclean`: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- `xnoise`: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
- `ynoise`: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
numnoise   an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
idnoise    an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
filter     the full name of the noise filter used.
param      a list of the argument values.
call       the function call.

Note that objects of the class `rfdata` support `print.rfdata` and `summary.rfdata` methods.

References


See Also

`regCNN`, `regBBNR`, `regENN`, `print.rfdata`, `summary.rfdata`

Examples

```r
# load the dataset
data(rock)

# usage of the default method
set.seed(9)
out.def <- regRNN(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# show results
summary(out.def, showid = TRUE)

# usage of the method for class formula
set.seed(9)
out.frm <- regRNN(formula = perm ~ ., data = rock)

# check the match of noisy indices
all(out.def$idnoise == out.frm$idnoise)
```

```r
summary.rfdata  Summary function for class rfdata

Description

This methods displays a summary containing information about the noise filtering process contained in an object of class `rfdata`.```
Usage

```r
## S3 method for class 'rfdata'
summary(object, ..., showid = FALSE)
```

Arguments

- `object`: an object of class `rfdata`.
- `...`: other options to pass to the function.
- `showid`: a logical indicating if the indices of noisy samples must be displayed (default: `FALSE`).

Details

This function presents a summary containing information of the regression noise filter and the resulting dataset contained in the object of class `rfdata`. The information offered is as follows:

- the function call.
- the name of the regressand noise filter.
- the parameters associated with the noise filter.
- the number of noisy and clean samples in the dataset.
- the indices of the noisy and clean samples (if `showid = TRUE`).

Value

A list including information related to the noise filtering process contained in the object `object` of class `rfdata` with the following elements:

- `xclean`: a data frame with the input attributes of clean samples (without errors).
- `yclean`: a double vector with the output regressand of clean samples (without errors).
- `numclean`: an integer vector with the amount of clean samples.
- `idclean`: an integer vector with the indices of clean samples.
- `xnoise`: a data frame with the input attributes of noisy samples (with errors).
- `ynoise`: a double vector with the output regressand of noisy samples (with errors).
- `numnoise`: an integer vector with the amount of noisy samples.
- `idnoise`: an integer vector with the indices of noisy samples.
- `filter`: the full name of the noise filter used.
- `param`: a list of the argument values.
- `call`: the function call.

This list also includes the `showid` argument.

See Also

`print.rfdata`, `regEF`, `regDF`, `regHRRF`, `regIRF`
Examples

# load the dataset
data(rock)

# apply the regression noise filter
set.seed(9)
output <- regAENN(x = rock[, -ncol(rock)], y = rock[, ncol(rock)])

# print the results
summary(output)
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